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Methodology 
  

The methodology used in determining what issues affect the WYRD-FM listening area is a 

combination of interview, telephone, and personal contact with:  

  

  

1. The listening public (daily concerns)  

  

2. Government leaders and public officials  

  

3. Community leaders of the Upstate (volunteer and non-profit agencies)  

  

4. Upstate business leaders  

  

5. Area educators  

  

 

Public Affairs programming aired by WYRD-FM is designed to address the needs, concerns, 

problems and issues of the aforementioned individuals.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

ISSUES AND CONCERNS 
2nd Quarter 2020 

  

  
 Public Trust in Media 

 Civil Unrest 

 Education Performance  

 High Taxation  

 Local Elections 

 National Elections 

 Health 

 Job Training  

 Illegal Immigration  

 National Security 

 Morality  

 Unemployment  

 Race Relations 

 Crime  

 Safe Driving  

 Tax appropriation  

 Government Corruption 

 Rule of Law 

 Law Enforcement 

 Gang Activity 

 Terrorism 

 Religious Freedom 

 Entertainment 

 Parenting 

 Drug Trafficking 

 Personal and Household Finances 

  
  

 

 

  



 

DAILY TOPICS 
Q2 – April, May, June 2020 

The Tara Show – Weekdays 6 AM – 10 AM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

 Wednesday 4/1/20: Governor McMaster issues shutdowns for non-essential businesses; 
Decisions on which businesses are essential has nothing to do with how clean they are; 
Suspending rent payments doesn’t take landlords into account; Governor McMaster issues 
shutdowns for non-essential businesses; Which businesses are essential is unclear; Nancy 
Pelosi predictably lies to blame Trump for not handling COVID outbreak well enough; 
Trump admin overestimating COVID deaths on purpose to claim victory when the reality is 
lower; Oil industry in US suffering because of coronavirus; Whether hospitals will be able 
to handle the number of severe coronavirus cases; FBI made up evidence it presented to 
the FISA court to get warrants to spy on Trump campaign; Deaths being blamed on Trump 
that aren’t even from coronavirus; More clothing tops selling than bottoms as people 
increasingly work from home; Severe weather headed for SC during COVID outbreak 

 Thursday 4/2/20: 911 now asks if anyone has symptoms and won’t respond except to 
active situations; Business closure orders aren’t related to reducing crowding or 
increasing social distance; More clothing tops selling than bottoms as people increasingly 
work from home; Police can’t enforce stay-at-home orders if they won’t respond to non-
violent active situations; Bill Gates is surreptitiously behind a lot of the current COVID-19 
policy; 70% of Americans willing to stay home “as long as asked”; Media reporting on 
coronavirus designed to terrify people and obscure facts; Adam Schiff wants hearings on 
how Trump’s administration is handling the COVID-19 epidemic; Unemployment numbers 
double the record set last week; Choosing economic death over coronavirus fears 

 Friday 4/3/20: Business closure orders aren’t related to reducing crowding, cleanliness, 
or increasing social distance; Reporting on coronavirus cases leaves out the impact of 
other health issues; Dr. Fauci says the economy can start back up when there are “no new 
cases and no deaths” from coronavirus; Police cracking down on social distancing 
violations; We should be trying to flatten the curve on unemployment; COVID projections 
are wrong because they use inflated numbers; FBI made up evidence it presented to the 
FISA court to get warrants to spy on Trump campaign; People worried about the doubling 
rate of coronavirus but not the doubling rate of jobless claims  

 Monday 4/6/20: Trump needs to ditch his medical team and their modeling because 
they’re constantly wrong; Interview with Nevada radio talk host Heidi Harris – Course of 
coronavirus not as bad as predicted in the US; Hospitals sit empty and staff furloughed as 
SC waits for the COVID-19 surge; Media ridiculously inconsistent on blaming China for 
coronavirus; Death count from coronavirus inflated because of new categorizing 
guidelines; Choosing economic destruction because of coronavirus fears; Biden complains 
that Trump’s coronavirus travel ban wasn’t too soon enough; Homeschooling in the days 
of COVID-19; Lotteries suffering with increasing coronavirus fears; Tiger at Bronx Zoo 
tests positive for COVID-19; Tiger King is insane 

 Tuesday 4/7/20: McMaster’s stay-home orders make no sense at this point and will only 
hurt the economy; Janet Yellin predicts economic depression from ‘Flatten the Curve’ 
measures; Democrats acting like they want to prolong COVID-19 epidemic; Mortgage 
market on the verge of collapse; Collapsing the American economy; Whether Trump can 
survive COVID-19 epidemic and get reelected; COVID policy is economic psychic warfare 



 

 Wednesday 4/8/20: Greenville County School announces it will grade students based on 
participation during COVID-19 shutdown; Death stats staying level despite coronavirus 
pandemic; Sweden was able to flatten their curve without shutting down; Tucker Carlson 
asks questions the Media should be asking about COVID-19 epidemic and our response; 
Interview with SC AG Alan Wilson - Enforcement of McMaster’s order; Nancy Pelosi wants 
special election rules to make it easier to cheat 

 Thursday 4/9/20: Unemployment claims top a million a day; Petitioning Governor 
McMaster to give up his salary and benefits until he lifts the orders shutting down the SC 
economy; Laurens County asking for citizens to report people not complying with 
executive stay-at-home orders; The Atlantic publishes op-ed wondering whether Trump 
might be right to blame China for COVID-19 pandemic; Biden now presumptive Democrat 
nominee after Bernie drops out but Obama still won’t endorse him; Death count from 
coronavirus inflated because of new categorizing guidelines; Interview with Greenville 
County Sheriff Hobart Lewis – Enforcing Governor McMaster’s order; COVID-19 not 
significantly more deadly than the common cold; Interview with PRISMA Health doctors 
Saria Saccocio and Kerry Sease – answering public questions about COVID-19 concerns 

 Friday 4/10/20: Trump administration’s predictions for COVID-19 pandemic were off by a 
factor of 33; Trump has until Monday (maybe) to reopen the American economy; Bill Barr 
says FBI investigation of Trump campaign had no basis and was intended to sabotage 
Trump’s presidency; Democrats want to disburse stimulus money by race; Dems try to do 
maximum damage to Trump’s economy by delaying stimulus package; Bill Barr says FBI 
investigation of Trump campaign had no basis and was intended to sabotage Trump’s 
presidency; Petitioning Governor McMaster to give up his salary and benefits until he lifts 
the orders shutting down the SC economy; Stay positive and Happy Easter! 

 Monday 4/13/20: Russian disinformation via the DNC fed the FBI’s investigation of Trump 
(and they knew it); Media focus on coronavirus was to distract from damning news about 
Russia collusion investigation; Dr. Fauci now saying coronavirus has been in the US for 
weeks longer than originally thought; Proposed system to alert people’s phones when 
they’re near someone who tested positive for COVID-19; Fauci changes story about 
advising social distancing in February; Meat shortages as processing plants close because 
of coronavirus; Government could issue “immunity certifications” to allow people to 
move around freely; Police overstep their authority to disrupt church services in 
Mississippi and Kentucky; Liquor stores still open; Democrats holding up stimulus so they 
can continue blaming Trump; Misreporting COVID-19 deaths to increase Medicare 
payments 

 Tuesday 4/14/20: McMaster shut down the state arbitrarily and is now opening it back up 
arbitrarily; More studies indicate the COVID-19 pandemic isn’t as bad as predicted; Fauci 
having to walk back lies about his predictions and recommendations; New study shows 
liberals may actually have mental illness; Interview with 3rd District Congressman Jeff 
Duncan – Reopening the American economy in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic; 
Stolen votes from mail-in voting 

 Wednesday 4/15/20: JIM BOHANNON FILLS IN FOR TARA: Funding the WHO should be 
leverage for change; Warnings about Wuhan lab’s potential for coronavirus outbreaks 
issued years ago; President’s authority to reopen the American economy; What people are 
doing during the shutdown; Dirtiest places in your home; Joe Biden’s potential running 
mates; Things to do during the shutdown; Churches ordered closed in Louisville, KY during 
shutdown; ENCORE PRESENTATION OF THE TARA SHOW (originally aired 4/14/20): 



 

Interview with 3rd District Congressman Jeff Duncan – Reopening the American economy in 
the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic; Stolen votes from mail-in voting 

 Thursday 4/16/20: JIM BOHANNON FILLS IN FOR TARA: The CCP coronavirus originated 
from the Wuhan lab not the wet market; Making sure you get your stimulus payment; 
Nancy Pelosi held up stimulus payments to do more damage to the economy; Swing states 
in the upcoming presidential election; Cutting back during the shutdown; The President’s 
authority to adjourn Congress; SAT and ACT planning to let students take exams at home; 
Efficiency in voting not nearly as important as accuracy and integrity; Space Force has 
launched their first National Security Satellite; The dangers of remote voting; Adapting to 
the COVID-19 circumstances; Positive shutdown stories; Russian disinformation via the 
DNC fed the FBI’s investigation of Trump (and they knew it) 

 Friday 4/17/20: JIM BOHANNON FILLS IN FOR TARA: Trump administration issues 
guidelines for Phase 1 of reopening the economy; DOJ investigating Greenville, MS 
uniformed police officers deployed to break up church service; How coronavirus cases and 
deaths are counted; Reports that Medicare is paying extra for COVID-19 deaths; Trump 
will be criticized by Democrats no matter what he does; What you’ve learned from the 
COVID crisis; Trail Life USA promoting a virtual campout; California spending coronavirus 
money on illegals; Democrats delaying additional stimulus money; Small businesses not 
receiving PPP loans; Obama finally endorses Joe Biden after it doesn’t matter anymore 
(but secretly supported Lizzie Warren) 

 Monday 4/20/20: Governor McMaster finally rescinding close orders for no reason after 
issuing them for no reason; Nancy Pelosi blames job losses on “Trump recession” while 
simultaneously holding up funding for small business loans; COVID-19 predictions were 
way off from the beginning and it’s roughly as bad as a severe flu; China insisted on 
pandemic-related out-clause in trade deal with Trump; The only Russian collusion was 
with the FBI, DNC, and Hillary campaign; Social distancing and closure rules don’t make 
any sense 

 Tuesday 4/21/20: Social distancing and closure rules don’t make any sense; Tara raves 
about muscadine wine; Antibody testing is a trap to create a two-tier society; South 
Carolina planning contact tracing and widespread testing; South Carolina ranks 49th in 
social distancing according to companies that collect cell phone data; Oil price crash 
driven by Russia over failure of their coup with the DNC and FBI against Trump; AOC 
deletes tweet praising the oil price crash after huge backlash; COVID-19 predictions were 
way off from the beginning and it’s roughly as bad as a severe flu 

 Wednesday 4/22/20: Social distancing and closure rules don’t make any sense; Organized 
crime providing food to quarantined people where governments won’t; Coronavirus may 
have been around way longer than anyone thinks; COVID-19 response illustrates what life 
in America will be like under complete Democrat rule; Fox reporter caught on hot mic 
admitting low death rate of COVID-19; SC Senators agree with Tara about huge pay raise 
from unemployment; Congressional Democrats dragging their feet on funding business 
loans to get people used to unemployment payments; People having trouble receiving 
stimulus payments; US can’t afford the cost of COVID-19 without the economy running; 
Russia, China, and Saudi Arabia have launched an under-the-radar economic war against 
the US; Like Trump’s travel ban, Democrats will complain that his immigration ban wasn’t 
too soon enough; Interview with Greenville TEA Party Chair Pressley Stutts – Drive to 
Thrive Rally in Columbia to reopen SC economy; Newest Media attack on Trump is that he 
tried to kill his supporters by holding rallies; Leftist authoritarians who have grabbed 
power during the COVID crisis will be loath to give it up 



 

 Thursday 4/23/20: SC schools to remain closed for the rest of the school year but e-
learning isn’t actually like school; The housing market has been decimated by the 
response to COVID-19; Trump undermines GA Gov Brian Kemp trying to save his state 
economy; Stanford study finds vast majority of COVID-19 deaths had underlying health 
conditions and that we might be hurting the most vulnerable with response policies; 
Chinese propaganda largely responsible for global panic response to COVID-19; What kids 
are missing because of the coronavirus shutdown; Police organizations refusing to enforce 
arbitrary closure orders by state authorities; Social distancing and closure rules don’t 
make any sense (nor do the people following them); Nancy Pelosi refutes her own claim 
that Democrats aren’t obstructing small business funding; AOC suggests people shouldn’t 
go back to work when shutdown is lifted  

 Friday 4/24/20: Traveling to Georgia because businesses there are open; Brit Hume 
suggests lockdown was a public policy calamity; COVID-19 predictions were way off from 
the beginning and it’s roughly as bad as a severe flu; New bombshell reveals that John 
Brennan covered up actual intelligence about Russia’s preference for Hillary in 2016 
campaign; Georgia governor Brian Kemp is a hero for defying Trump and opening business 
in his state; Tucker Carlson reports different lockdown strategies by states had little to no 
effect on coronavirus spread; Whether the Media response to coronavirus is a conspiracy 
to tank Trump’s economy 

 Monday 4/27/20: Henry McMaster extends state of emergency for SC amid research 
showing lockdowns don’t affect the spread of coronavirus; Georgia opening businesses in 
defiance of Trump’s recommendations; MSM helping to bury Joe Biden’s #MeToo accuser; 
Antibody testing can’t distinguish between different coronavirus infections or when they 
happened; Bill Gates defending China’s underhanded tactics during coronavirus 
pandemic; Georgia opening businesses in defiance of Trump’s recommendations; WORD 
adds 95.1 FM translator in Pickens; Hospitals are empty and in danger of closing; COVID-
19 predictions were way off from the beginning and it’s roughly as bad as a severe flu; 
Trey Gowdy makes the case that the shutdown is akin to forced vaccination; Nancy Pelosi 
wants testing and tracing 

 Tuesday 4/28/20: Small business loan system crashes under heavy demand; McMaster not 
following the mandates he requires; Lockdown may be the worst thing we could have 
done; Food supply chain is breaking down; Problems in testing for coronavirus; CDC 
instructions inflating number of COVID-19 deaths; Dems could use pandemic to push 
through single payer government healthcare; More evidence FBI knew Russian collusion 
story was fake before they investigated it; Pentagon released UFO videos but coronavirus 
still the biggest story; Releasing prisoners who test positive for COVID-19 makes no sense; 
COVID-19 predictions were way off from the beginning and it’s roughly as bad as a severe 
flu; Anecdotes about COVID-19 lack of contagion; Dems now asking for huge monthly 
stimulus payments to keep people from working 

 Wednesday 4/29/20: Some colds have an 8% fatality rate (in nursing homes); Why so many 
are calling for increased testing; Dems’ attempt to create a meat shortage thwarted by 
Trump invoking Defense Production Act; Dems complain while on recess that Trump isn’t 
working hard enough; Problems in testing for coronavirus; Police investigating homicide 
by woman who poisoned her husband with fish tank cleaner because of Trump’s 
promotion of chloroquine; Social distancing and closure rules don’t make any sense – 
some protests allowed while others aren’t 

 Thursday 4/30/20: FBI committed crimes when they framed Michael Flynn; DOJ 
lawbreaking under Obama goes back to the IRS persecution of TEA Party organizations; 



 

Democrats resort to “flu d’état” when their coup d’état didn’t work; Why Michael Flynn’s 
whistleblower status got him targeted by the Obama administration; McMaster extends 
shutdown; Sweden’s death rate per million population lower than other European 
countries without shutting down; Federal stimulus is anesthetizing employees from going 
back to work; China could have released the Wuhan virus as a biological weapon against 
US tariffs; Russian disinformation via the DNC fed the FBI’s investigation of Trump (and 
they knew it); Interview with SC District 38 Rep. Josiah Magnuson – Reopening the state 
during COVID-19 pandemic; Social distancing tracker gives SC (and Upstate counties) an F 
rating; Whether Joe Biden will actually be the Democrat nominee; DOJ has a long history 
of committing crimes and not punishing it  

 Friday 5/1/20: Tourists flocking to GA because hero Gov Brian Kemp has lifted mandatory 
closure orders; More social media censoring of dissenting opinions on coronavirus 
pandemic from medical professionals; FBI interview of Michael Flynn was a huge setup; 
The WHO changes position and now holds up Sweden as the model of COVID-19 response; 
China behind the WHO flip-flop in effort to ruin Trump’s reelection effort; How many 
alarms it takes to wake up in the morning; Joe Biden finally denies sexually assaulting 
Tara Reade; Obama defense secretary Robert Gates doesn’t trust Biden’s judgement to 
be president; Sex offenders released from prison for COVID-19 slip their monitoring and 
disappear 

 Monday 5/4/20: Georgia open for business while SC returns piecemeal; China using 
COVID-19 outbreak as a weapon while desperate to portray it as a natural disaster; 
COVID-19 death toll numbers are unreliable; People going back to their lives in defiance 
of quarantine orders; Shutdown orders turn private citizens into law enforcement; US 
taxpayers sent millions of dollars to Wuhan lab to fund research; Democrats covering for 
CCP by not convening the House or investigating origins of COVID-19; 6 people witnessed 
Joe Biden compliment a 14-year-old girl on her bust; Lindsey Graham still covering for the 
Deep State for running the coup against President Trump; McMaster’s closure orders make 
no sense; MSM admitting they never really vetted Joe Biden’s creepy past; Biden doesn’t 
want Delaware records released because they show him meeting with Putin; Couple 
honeymooning in Hawaii arrested for not signing coronavirus paperwork 

 Tuesday 5/5/20: New projections predict infection and death rates will rise through May; 
CDC coding guidelines inflate coronavirus death tolls; Nancy Pelosi falsely claims Trump 
waited 70 days to respond to COVID-19 pandemic; Wisconsin woman visited by police for 
violating stay-at-home order; Accuracy not a requirement to win a Pulitzer; Criminals 
released from prison over coronavirus fears predictably return to crime; New York police 
don’t want to enforce social distancing anymore; China allowed international flights in 
and out of Wuhan long after they knew about the COVID-19 outbreak; Joe Biden requests 
release of his records from the Senate (which they can’t) but not his Delaware records 
(which they could); Biden doesn’t want Delaware records released because they show him 
meeting with Putin; More people come to Joe Biden’s defense because he’s Joe Biden; 
Interview with Phillip Allen – Friend of his died of cancer but was reported as a COVID-19 
death; People are freaking out about “murder hornets” in the Pacific Northwest when 
they’ve been here for decades; Jeff Duncan and Ralph Norman try to claw back some of 
the pork in federal coronavirus spending 

 Wednesday 5/6/20: Left launches the #HeToo movement to defend Joe Biden from sexual 
assault allegations; Dallas hair stylist Shelley Luther jailed for violating shutdown order 
and not apologizing to elected officials; Murder hornets in Pacific Northwest came here 
on a boat from China; No one is talking about the economic damage from coronavirus; 



 

Gun sales are up during pandemic while people get death threats for not social 
distancing; Conflicting coronavirus death toll numbers from the CDC; Fauci authorized 
funding for Wuhan lab research cataloging bat coronaviruses and studying how they could 
be transmitted to humans; Left admits they don’t care about Biden’s issues as long as he 
beats Trump; Accuracy not a requirement to win a Pulitzer; The messy business that was 
the American Revolution; The Swamp will take over if Biden wins 

 Thursday 5/7/20: Whether South Carolinians will comply with contact tracing; How 
shutdowns have affected businesses; New Yorkers getting COVID-19 despite extreme 
social distancing; SC DHEC issues mandates for increased testing; Receiving 
unemployment payments still an issue for many; Rand Paul answers question about 
additional stimulus packages by saying we couldn’t afford the first three and opening the 
economy is the best stimulus; Trump’s DNI nominee John Ratcliffe told Adam Schiff to 
release the transcripts he claims to have or he will; Caller defends McMaster’s shutdowns; 
Lindsey Graham has just discovered that there was no reason for the Mueller investigation 
(which Tara has known for years)  

 Friday 5/8/20: Bombshell transcripts further expose Russian collusion investigation as a 
giant hoax; Shelley Luther out of jail as TX Governor Abbott shifts to damage control; 
What supposedly freedom-loving red-state governors have done in the name of COVID-19 
is shocking; Tara Reade is being savaged by the Left in support of Biden’s candidacy; 
McMaster pushes mandatory COVID-19 testing for all South Carolinians; People traveling 
to GA now that it’s open; DOJ drops case against Michael Flynn 

 Monday 5/11/20: JIM BOHANNON FILLS IN FOR TARA: Unemployment officially just under 
15% as over 20 million lose jobs in April; What methods Trump has to hold China 
accountable for COVID-19; The problems Joe Biden presents for the Democrat Party; SC 
easing restrictions on restaurants, boating, etc.; Death tolls and progression of the 
COVID-19 pandemic; Other threats China poses to the US; The DOJ persecuting Michael 
Flynn 

 Tuesday 5/12/20: Vacationing in GA because it’s open and SC isn’t; We won’t be able to 
just turn the economy back on as millions of jobs have been lost permanently; Adam 
Schiff transcripts reveal there was never any evidence of Russian hacking or collusion; 
Vast majority of COVID-19 deaths had premorbid conditions that led to their deaths; CDC 
coding of COVID-19 cases raises concerns about accuracy of death totals; Biden clearly 
isn’t ready for primetime after he likens choosing a running mate to looking at pin-up 
calendars; China using COVID-19 pandemic like a weapon against American economy; 
Interview with SC Attorney General Alan Wilson – Demanding Congress investigate Chinese 
origins of the COVID-19 pandemic; Girl’s track team’s lawsuit against biologically-intact 
boys racing as girls; Elon Musk considers saving billions by moving Tesla out of CA; NY 
Gov. Cuomo may have more blood on his hands than he accuses Trump of having; Brian 
Stelter wants MSM to ignore Obama admin’s coup against Trump in favor of COVID-19 
coverage 

 Wednesday 5/13/20: Continued stimulus plans are anesthetizing Americans to the pain of 
a ruined economy; Dropping prices indicate deflation could be coming; Newest Democrat 
stimulus plan includes illegal money for illegal aliens and release for violent criminals; 
Trey Gowdy knew for years that the Russian hacking and collusion narrative was false; 
Democrats not interested in having hearings on China’s involvement in pandemic origins; 
China’s influence over American politics; Blue state governors funneled COVID-19 
overflow patients into nursing homes; Democrat election strategy relies on making people 
dependent on federal “stimulus” payments; The people in charge of censorship at 



 

Facebook are all hardcore leftists; Judge refuses to dismiss dropped case against Michael 
Flynn 

 Thursday 5/14/20: Transcript of Michael Flynn’s conversation with Russian ambassador 
released along with names of Obama officials who wanted Flynn unmasked; Why the 
Obama administration had to shut Flynn up; Washington swamp creatures (and others) 
knew for years the Russian collusion, hacking, and election interference narrative was 
false; Kids attending the School of Mom; What has to happen for the economy to rebound; 
COVID-19 has revealed how sophisticated tracking capabilities are; Obama 
administration’s massive database that has information on everybody; Why the Democrats 
cannot afford Biden as their candidate; Biden campaign lashes out against Catherine 
Herridge for her correct reporting; The list of people who had to keep the lie of Russian 
hacking and collusion going; SC legislature rebukes Governor McMaster over his 
declaration of COVID-19 emergencies 

 Friday 5/15/20: SC Department of Education doesn’t know yet whether school will open 
in the fall; SC Senate rebuked Governor McMaster for violating SC Constitution to extend 
emergency declaration; No cure for coronavirus on the horizon despite repeated 
projections of 12-18 month timeline; Dispute over whether masks are useful in preventing 
spread of COVID-19; Gowdy complains that FBI routinely ignores crimes committed by 
Democrats; Devin Nunes says Obama admin’s illegal spying didn’t stop with Michael Flynn; 
No one has done more to protect the Deep State than Lindsey Graham; Clapper knew his 
statements about Russian collusion were false when he made them; Whether anyone will 
go to jail for crimes against the Trump administration and the American people; Interview 
with US Senate candidate Michael LaPierre – His chances of beating Lindsey Graham 

 Monday 5/18/20: More soft openings in SC start today and the illogical restrictions 
thereof; CDC coding guidelines causing misleading COVID-19 death toll numbers; States 
with draconian shutdown measures faring worse than states that reopened; SC Senate 
rebuked Governor McMaster for violating SC Constitution to extend emergency 
declaration; Crime predictably up now that prisoners have been released and everyone 
has to wear masks; Congress yawns as China says they will try to interfere with 2020 
election; China trying to hack information about COVID-19 vaccine; NFL offers increased 
draft picks for teams that hire black coaches; Origins of COVID-19 in dispute; Biden 
promises not to pardon Trump for not committing any crimes; More soft openings in SC 
start today and the illogical restrictions thereof 

 Tuesday 5/19/20: The people most affected by shutdowns are the ones that were most 
helped by Trump’s MAGAnomics economy; Media overly concerned that Trump is taking 
HCQ (hydroxychloroquine); Policy of social distancing came from a high school science 
project; Bill Barr says he probably won’t prosecute Obama and Biden for lawbreaking; 
Whistleblower caught Obama admin spying on numerous Americans for political purposes; 
Dem hypocrisy leads to them dismissing Obama admin’s spying as a Russian conspiracy 
theory; Economic impact of COVID-19 shutdowns; Younger people have extremely low risk 
of death from COVID-19; Biden promises not to pardon Trump for not committing any 
crimes; Why Trump won’t declassify is a mystery; Leftists now calling their “Believe All 
Women” mantra a right-wing trap 

 Wednesday 5/20/20: Cold snap in the middle of May ruined Tara’s garden; Left now 
pretend Trump doesn’t have a jobs plan while also clamoring for shutdowns to continue; 
More soft openings in SC start today and the illogical restrictions thereof; Coronavirus 
crackup moments; Ukraine names Joe Biden as a suspect in criminal bribery and 
intimidation investigation; Study shows that people who have had colds may be more 



 

immune to COVID-19; Leftists now calling their “Believe All Women” mantra a right-wing 
trap; Myrtle Beach circling the drain as “RevPAR” drops and crime surges; Interview with 
author and election modeler Gerard Lameiro – Trump’s chances of winning 2020 election 
and coronavirus predictions 

 Thursday 5/21/20: Infection rates have declined – not increased – in states that have 
reopened; Doctors call the shutdowns a “mass casualty event”; CDC quietly updated their 
page on “How Coronavirus Spreads” to state person-to-person contagion is more likely 
than from surface contact; The best way to make major life decisions is a coin toss; Why 
didn’t Birx and Fauci use research from CDC instead of Imperial College to make 
recommendations; New audio of Joe Biden colluding with Ukraine president Poroshenko 
released; Shutdowns are an abuse of authority; Michigan governor Gretchen Whitmer 
allows gay swingers club to stay open while shutting down legitimate businesses; 
Democrats attempting to manipulate 2020 election; Shutdown mismanagement has hurt 
lots of people  

 Friday 5/22/20: JIM BOHANNON FILLS IN FOR TARA: SC ranks 35th in list of most restrictive 
lockdowns; Discovery of SC mail-in ballots in Maryland raises questions about handling 
company SeaChange and voter fraud; Democrat inconsistency on presidents firing 
inspectors general; The importance of preventing voter fraud; How Lindsey Graham keeps 
getting elected; Lindsey Graham’s chances of getting reelected are excellent; Choosing 
the lesser of two evils 

 Monday 5/25/20: JIM BOHANNON FILLS IN FOR TARA: Biden's Popularity - Absentee Ballots 
- Redacted Susan Rice Memo shifting blame away from Obama - Joe Biden's Plausible 
Deniability - Biden's Choice for VP? A woman? Obama? - Jim's view on how far Dems will go 
to cover themselves - Michael Flynn - Golf Tourney and Racing; NFL Face masks - Ketchup 
or Mustard?? - Memorial day Food Etiquette - Mayo...Dukes or what?  Grape jelly on a Hot 
Dog? Steve McQueen Movies - How do you order your steak? - Food Rules - Reading texter's 
recipes - Jim lists some stories about re-opening states 

 Tuesday 5/26/20: Memorial Day Weekend - People tried to go to Church this weekend. - 
Anthony Fauci's About face on quarantine - Woman forced out of store for not wearing 
mask - CDC Numbers, do we believe?; CDC admitting their advice was wrong. New 
numbers on actual death rate. - CNN edited trump's comments - Nancy Pelosi's additions 
to new stimulus bill - 20% + Unemployment rate coming? - Joe Biden's "You Ain't Black" 
comments - Biden didn't really apologize; China wants a cold war - China produces 
majority of our drugs - We can't even open a pharmaceutical production facility - Drilling 
off the coast of SC - What changed Fauci's mind about quarantine?; Unemployment rate 
projected to get worse - Dems blaming Trump for recession - Ridiculous mask restrictions 
- Cuomo's Mandates - Behavior in America at all time low - Facts not being reported by 
mainstream media - Biden's comments would end a Republican candidates career - People 
are improperly wearing masks - Cuomo's people lied about CDC guidelines 

 Wednesday 5/27/20: Media creating a fake reality - CDC Death rate announced - CDC 
stats - Audio of people chasing woman out of store for not wearing mask - Washington 
wants you to fail - Surge of COVID-19 patients never happened - Officials lied about the 
numbers - Hospitals getting COVID bailout money; Mask shaming by the media - Prisma 
Heath gets $77 mil for COVID relief - Hospitals operating under capacity since not 
receiving as many coronavirus patients as anticipated - Drunk driver collided with liquid 
manure storage pond - Dems refusing to investigate China - Why can't US produce it's own 
pharmaceutical drugs?; Tara and Lee talk about the "11 Americas" written about by local 
college professor - Driving back to normal according to Apple research - Southern US 



 

states moving around the most - Trumps Twitter comments being censored by Twitter - 
Dems don't want economy to recover, could be devastating for the election; CDC warns of 
"Cannibal Rats" - Crazy Ex Girlfriend Eyes, Gov. Gretchen Whitmer admits her husband 
tried to take boat out - Media being throttled - Trump comments on getting appointees 
thru - Story about Adam Schiff saying Pres. Trump was/is Russian Spy - Mail in voting 
fraud - Teens time spent on phones 

 Thursday 5/28/20: Social Media Clamping down on Trump - Fact vs. Opinion - Twitter's 
response to Trump's tweet - Is Twitter a platform or publisher? They are violating the 
agreement with the government - Hoaxes we are buying into; Teens spend an average of 
7 hours on cell phone according to report - Tara makes reading list for her kids for the 
summer - CDC says less than half of positive antibody test are incorrect - Death by 
coronavirus stats are wrong/misleading - Caller asks if all the test could be unreliable; 
Tara and Lee discuss death rate stats from CDC - Kids going hungry because of stay at 
home orders - Dual Justice/ Dual Speech system - Dems want fraud in voting - 
Unemployment claims last week 2.1 million - 10 week claims at 40 million - News media 
sites getting throttled; Dilemma of unreliable testing - Contact tracers? Tara thinks it's 
possible - Fact vs. Opinion - Trumps comments on Twitter was his opinion - Others are 
allowed to say whatever they want -  Briefly discusses Minnesota shooting 

 Friday 5/29/20: Rioting in Minneapolis - Trump signs executive order about Twitter - 
Trumps comments again gets flagged - Tara holds back judgement on Minneapolis 
situation until all of the facts come in - Tara recalls past attacks labeled as "racist" to 
later find out it was self-defense or the people accused were acquitted - Tara stunned by 
economic news; Trump declares war on Twitter censorship - Tara thinks it's too late - 
William Barr audio on the current social media situation - Twitter only censors certain 
people - Mayor gives mob the police precinct to burn - WHO recommendations - Fauci's 
flip flop on masks; Tara and Lee talk about masks, Fauci's comments. CDC's changing 
guidelines and COVID Testing - Trump tweets being flagged again - Comments on George 
Floyd death, we don't know all the facts yet. - Obama's Database, Republicans and 
Democrats want it! - FBI uses database to spy for the Dems and got caught – Rand Paul's 
comments on renewing FISA database - 1 in 4 US workers applied for unemployment; 
People now blaming Trump for George Floyd's death - Trump needs another term to get 
things done - Trump's comments on how social media companies and why he's signing 
executive order calling for new regulations - Tara and Lee comment on riots and looting 
in Minneapolis 

 Monday 6/1/20: Local authorities handled George Floyd protests exemplarily while rioting 
elsewhere gets way out of hand; ABC News reports no COVID-19 spikes in states that 
reopened early; Leftists bizarrely blame white supremacists and Russians for violent 
protests in support of George Floyd; Waiting for facts about George Floyd to address 
suspicious facts about his death; The difference between protesters and rioters; Many 
black businesses damaged or destroyed by Floyd riots; Bill Barr blames Antifa for 
hijacking Floyd protests to commit violence; Trump declares Antifa a terrorist 
organization; Interview with SC Attorney General Alan Wilson – Floyd riots and protests; 
Interview with Greenville County Sheriff Hobart Lewis – Exemplary police response to 
Upstate Floyd protests; ABC News reports no COVID-19 spikes in states that reopened 
early; Twitter allowing users to coordinate criminal behavior but hides Trump tweet that 
says violence may be met with violence; Zero FBI offices are compliant with FISA 
requirements; Blue city leaders allowing violence from rioters; Business owners defending 



 

themselves with firearms; Atlanta mayor speculates about what MLK Jr. would have 
thought about violent protests and riots 

 Tuesday 6/2/20: LA officer shot in the head by protester while trying to arrest another 
protester; Federal officer shot dead in Oakland, CA for wearing a uniform; Conservatives 
don’t riot when Trump is the victim of law enforcement abuse of power; Media hypocrisy 
supports Floyd protests after condemning COVID-19 shutdown protests; More horrific 
violence from miscreants attempting to hijack Floyd protests; Biden says cops shouldn’t 
be allowed to shoot “an unarmed person coming at them with a knife”; Interview with 
radio talk host Heidi Harris – LA officer shot by protester and who’s to blame for violence; 
New CDC numbers show fatality rate from COVID-19 similar to the flu for most people; NY 
gov Cuomo rejects National Guard help from Trump as 5th Avenue burns; Local authorities 
handled George Floyd protests exemplarily while rioting elsewhere gets way out of hand; 
Trump mobilizes forces to quell domestic terrorist group Antifa 

 Wednesday 6/3/20: Debunking the fake MSM story about Trump teargassing “peaceful 
protesters” for a photo op; Exodus from large cities isn’t because of coronavirus 
pandemic; Looters murder a black man to raid his pawn shop and stream it all on 
Facebook; Federal officer shot dead in Oakland, CA for wearing a uniform; Both social 
and mainstream media suppressing videos of violence by protesters; Interview with SC 
Senate District 12 candidate Mark Lynch – Challenging incumbent Scott Talley over gas tax 
and fiscal mismanagement; Disgraced COVID-19 predictor Neil Ferguson admits Sweden 
doing better than countries that followed his shutdown advice; NC Gov Roy Cooper 
marches with leftist protesters after cancelling RNC convention over COVID concerns; 
Jasmine Kelly’s emotional tirade against rioters who killed her 22-year-old sister; The 
distinction between protesters and rioters; How Antifa is organizing riots  

 Thursday 6/4/20: Leftist hypocrisy on display criticizing police categorically but 
individualizing violent protesters; Rod Rosenstein admits to perjury when signing FISA 
warrants; Conflicting autopsy reports on George Floyd; Minnesota raises charges against 
cop who killed George Floyd to 2nd degree murder; Good economic news includes lost jobs 
way lower than expected and record Dow gains; How Antifa is organizing riots; The 
danger of opposing rioters with vigilantism; “Mad Dog” Mattis seems to believe the lies 
about Trump regarding dispersing protesters for a photo op; Obama is America’s most 
divisive president, not Trump; Tucker Carlson uses Washington Post stats to make Tara’s 
point about police violence; Local police don’t need to be defunded but the FBI and DOJ 
do; SC schools considering new staggering policies to reopen after COVID-19 shutdown; 
Tucker Carlson epic rant on the legal double standard applied to rioters 

 Friday 6/5/20: Count on the Left to overreach their goals and lose their messaging; 
Democrats running on a platform of chaos; Liberal calls to defund police and support for 
Antifa thugs have echoes of the beginnings of German socialism in the 1930s; What 
happens when you disband the police; Blue state governors inconsistent on enforcing 
social distancing policies on businesses and protesters alike; Protests aren’t about racism 
when rioters kill black police officers; Riots and COVID-19 are distracting from huge news 
about FBI malfeasance in making up Russian collusion story; Rod Rosenstein says Russian 
collusion investigation should never have happened; The fact that officers have already 
been charged in George Floyd’s death shows the system isn’t broken; Deaths like George 
Floyd’s have happened to white victims as well with nowhere near the same reaction; Job 
losses during COVID-19 shutdown are staggering but May’s unemployment was way lower 
than expected; Blue state governors inconsistent on enforcing social distancing policies on 
businesses and protesters alike; Alex Berenson’s banned COVID-19 book back up on 



 

Amazon after vocal criticism from Elon Musk; Lindsey Graham is only holding hearings 
because of his upcoming primary and will stop after it’s over 

 Monday 6/8/20: Social distancing out the window; Dabo Swinney criticized for wearing a 
“Football Matters” t-shirt months before the Floyd protests started; Minneapolis Police 
Department policy permitted and even advised use of technique Derek Chauvin used on 
George Floyd; Interview with SC Senate District 12 candidate Scott Talley – Defending gas 
tax increase and road funding reform; Increased poison control calls because of unsafe 
cleaning practices over COVID-19 fears; Defunding and abolishing local police forces is 
exactly what Barack Obama wanted; Officials who condemned protests against COVID-19 
shutdown praise protests over George Floyd by tying coronavirus to white supremacy; 
New York Times editorial page staff calls for censorship of Senator Tom Cotton 

 Tuesday 6/9/20: WHO reports asymptomatic person-to-person transmission of COVID-19 is 
“very rare”; Washington Post admits CDC coding guidelines count deaths with no evidence 
of COVID-19; We’ll see a very different Lindsey Graham tomorrow after the Republican 
primary is over; NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell reverses stance, now encourages 
kneeling during Anthem; Closed down racetrack in NC stages race as a peaceful protest 
against injustice and inequality; Satisfaction with local police stands at 72% with both 
white and black people; Minneapolis City Council President Lisa Bender leading the 
movement to dismantle police departments; Interview with Michael LaPierre – Opposing 
Lindsey Graham in the Republican primary today  

 Wednesday 6/10/20: Graham wins primary and can go back to being a Deep State 
operative; Stock markets surprising analysts with speed of rebound; NFL Commissioner 
Roger Goodell reverses stance, now encourages kneeling during Anthem; Supporting BLM 
is now socially mandatory in college and professional football; Fauci raises panic alarms 
again now that stock markets are improving; WHO reverses statement on likelihood of 
asymptomatic COVID-19 transmission; Dabo Swinney forced to apologize and support BLM 
after wearing a “Football Matters” t-shirt months ago; White Antifa supporter guns down 
black cop in cold blood but MSM and protesters can’t be bothered to notice; Liberal 
crusade against law enforcement excludes FBI because it does campaign research for 
Dems; Greenville removed restraint techniques like the one that killed George Floyd from 
police procedure years ago as Minneapolis was adding them; Virtually every incumbent 
won reelection in yesterday’s primary; Closed down racetrack in NC stages race as a 
peaceful protest against injustice and inequality; Tucker Carlson explains what the 
Defund The Police movement really is; Voter fraud fight in Wisconsin could have impact 
on presidential election 

 Thursday 6/11/20: McMaster was trending on Twitter for not shutting down the state 
again; Antifa declares 6-block “autonomous zone” in Seattle; Greenville identified as new 
COVID-19 hotspot; White Antifa supporter guns down black cop in cold blood but MSM and 
protesters can’t be bothered to notice; Derek Chauvin’s supervisors were Democrats and 
are absolved by protesters for keeping him on the force; Democrats (including Joe Biden) 
frequently get their racist pasts ignored; SC epidemiologist Dr. Linda Bell worried about 
second wave of COVID-19; Political study finds SC legislature is the most liberal 
Republican-controlled state government; FBI issues vague warning about white 
supremacists but not Antifa or BLM; White Antifa supporter guns down black cop in cold 
blood but MSM and protesters can’t be bothered to notice; Antifa declares 6-block 
“autonomous zone” in Seattle 

 Friday 6/12/20: Antifa’s forcible ouster of police from ‘CHAZ’ in Seattle is a textbook 
example of the 2nd Amendment’s necessity as well as a portrayal of the Left’s hypocrisy 



 

on guns; Authorities raise COVID-19 fears again as markets climb almost as if they’re 
linked; Greenville County Schools reverses claim that distance learning won’t be part of 
new school year; Seattle mayor reminiscent of Baghdad Bob in her denial of the CHAZ 
situation; Twitter says China used 200k fake accounts to influence elections (166 times as 
many as Russia); Twitter “fact checks” Trump’s official account but not China’s; Seattle 
police chief Carmen Best speaks out against CHAZ occupiers; Price of meat still up over 
coronavirus shutdowns; The double standard of leftist protests about racial violence 

 Monday 6/15/20: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: Understanding the truth about COVID-19 
statistics; Thank God people are finally denouncing racism in the US; The hypocrisy of the 
liberal utopia known as CHAZ in Seattle; Wearing masks and social distancing are 
arbitrary; Prepping for the lockdown; The police procedure that got George Floyd killed; 
Concealed carry as a commercial driver; What we can learn from CHAZ; Compelling 
Hillary Clinton to testify about classified information on her unsecured private server; 
Worst protests are in the cities controlled by Democrats; Woman calls cops on man 
painting BLM support on his own property; What non-lethal procedures police should be 
using; The fallacy of reparations 

 Tuesday 6/16/20: Tara’s vacation ruined by COVID-19 again; Social distancing guidelines 
now blatantly political; Football will be laden with political import and social judgement 
this fall; What else you can burn down if you’re unhappy and have liberal privilege; Why 
Seattle mayor Jenny Durkan caved to the CHAZhabitants; CHAZ now known as CHOP; 
Media’s portrayal of CHAZ/CHOP as being like a “street festival” very different from the 
images and reality; Justice Gorsuch authors opinion in landmark LGBT rights case; Lindsey 
Graham has run out the clock on investigating Deep Staters; Media hyping the second 
wave the way they hyped the initial pandemic; People in socialist Venezuela resorting to 
eating racehorses to survive; How we can push back against rioters and lawlessness; 
Protests oddly crossing oceans into other countries; Liberal reporter says American media 
is destroying itself; The protests and riots and movements aren’t about cops, they’re 
about erasing American history 

 Wednesday 6/17/20: Google and NBC wade into anti-trust territory by demonetizing 
websites they disagree with; The push to require masks in public even though they’re not 
effective; Liberals suddenly overly concerned with the safety of Trump supporters 
attending rallies; Remembering how good Trump’s economy was; America’s virtual civil 
war; 2020 is weird and cold; Churches will be bankrupted under new “must hire” ruling 
from Supreme Court; Media reporting increased COVID-19 cases but not the drop in 
COVID-19 deaths; Fauci admits he lied about not wearing masks at the beginning of the 
pandemic; Georgia sheriff says Atlanta police shooting was completely justified; 
Restricting police procedures will result in more people getting hurt or killed 

 Thursday 6/18/20: CHOP horde shows up at Seattle mayor Jenny Durkan’s house as Dems 
lose control of their mobs; Atlanta PD stages walkout after officer who shot Rayshard 
Brooks charged with 1st degree murder; The division between “Black Lives Matter” and 
“All Lives Matter”; So-called “second wave” being overhyped by the MSM; Interview with 
Allan Quinn – Challenging incumbent Neal Collins for SC Dist 5 legislature seat over 
scholarships for illegal aliens and gas tax vote; CHOP mob in Seattle proves implacable as 
they are still not satisfied after all the concessions from Mayor Jenny Durkan; Removing 
police procedures is spilling over to private citizens; CHAZ occupation in Seattle seems 
too organized to be spontaneous; The hypocrisy of liberal privilege 

 Friday 6/19/20: No one believes Fauci because he’s flip-flopped his positions so many 
times; The Supreme Court jumps the shark with formal institution of dual justice through 



 

DACA decision; 55% of likely voters believe Joe Biden is in the early stages of dementia; 
MSM is so focused on race all of a sudden because Trump’s approval rating with black 
voters just reached a record high; Trump’s biggest mistakes have been trusting Deep 
Staters like John Bolton from previous administrations; Atlanta DA who charged GA officer 
with murder of Rayshard Brooks described tasers as both deadly and non-lethal within a 
week; The racist and authoritarian history of the Democrat Party; What if black people 
found out that Biden is the last living segregationist in politics; Message of who should 
actually be worried about COVID-19 getting lost in all the media hype; Portland mayor 
Ted Wheeler demonstrates the hypocrisy of liberal privilege; 2020 is weird and cold 

 Monday 6/22/20: Left now suppressing turnout at Trump rallies demonstrates the folly of 
mail-in voting; Shootings in CHOP show people with liberal privilege can get away with 
breaking the law; Bill Barr collecting evidence in Russia collusion hoax because he’s 
required to by the FISA court; SC school superintendent Molly Spearman threatens not to 
open schools if there’s a second wave; What the MSM do and don’t report about increased 
COVID-19 cases; Bill Barr defends police procedures with stats and facts; Brett Favre 
equates Colin Kaepernick with Pat Tillman; Stories Bolton told about Trump getting 
debunked left and right; Bill Barr addresses the threat of China 

 Tuesday 6/23/20: Greenville City Council now requires wearing a mask in grocery stores 
and pharmacies; Cleveland bakery owner still supports BLM after they trash her store; 
Polls encouraging for Trump despite more Democrat voters and no support from 
Republicans; BLM now wants to remove statues of Jesus because He looks too white; Only 
11% of Americans support defunding police; BLM founder admits she is a trained Marxist; 
Trump rally attracts record number of viewers; Interview with Jessica Vaughn of Center 
for Immigration Studies – Lindsey Graham leading call for worker visa program after 
record numbers of Americans were laid off during the pandemic shutdown; Native 
Venezuelan warns that what’s happening in America now is how the socialist takeover 
began in her home country 

 Wednesday 6/24/20: The so-called “noose” in Bubba Wallace’s stall was a garage door 
pull that is present in every NASCAR stall; Greenville’s new ordinance requires vague 
“face coverings” instead of medical masks; NASCAR chose to ignore and cover up the 
simple explanation about allegations of racism; Interview with Greenville County Sheriff 
Hobart Lewis – Enforcing Greenville’s new face covering ordinance; More CHOP anarchists 
get away with murder because of liberal privilege; Whether masks work and people 
should wear them 

 Thursday 6/25/20: What it takes to keep churches from burning and statues from falling 
in America today; Republicans haven’t earned retaking the House because they won’t 
back Trump; Democrats holding up police reform bill and using BLM for political purposes; 
Greenville County Schools rolls out virtual classroom plan; Liberals ignore Biden’s racist 
and segregationist past while tearing down Confederate statues; Political persecution of 
Trump campaign and staffers directed from the very top of the Obama administration; 
Ukrainian press conference reveals Biden implicated in attempted assassination of citizen 
headed to the US to testify on corruption; Psychic spouse connections; BLM and Antifa 
rioters tearing down statues now just because they’re of white people; Erasing history is 
the first step in a Marxist takeover; Interview with SC Attorney General – The legality of 
Greenville’s face covering ordinance; Robert Johnson says white liberals need to respect 
black people’s opinions; Majority of people don’t want Democrat policies but Republicans 
won’t fight 



 

 Friday 6/26/20: Zero Democrats have condemned burning and looting rioters; Democrats 
say “Defund the Police” doesn’t mean defund the police; Liberal companies threaten to 
boycott Facebook unless it silences conservatives; Only pay attention to polls of likely 
voters; Robert Johnson says white liberals need to respect black people’s opinions; CDC 
admits only 7% of COVID-19 deaths were caused by COVID-19 alone; Many think Biden has 
dementia and his campaign doesn’t think he can handle questions from local reporters; 
Interview with SC Attorney General Alan Wilson – The constitutionality of the Heritage Act 
which defends statues and monuments; Black people are worried most about defunding 
the police; Greenville County Schools rolls out virtual classroom plan; Increased COVID-19 
testing and cases; Federal court has confirmed that DOJ and FBI hid evidence exonerating 
Flynn 

 Monday 6/29/20: Shocking violence from large cities like New York and Chicago; If Biden 
gets elected American culture and prosperity is over and done with; Spartanburg City 
Council and others pass face covering ordinance similar to Greenville’s; Facebook labels 
Tara’s unaltered photo as “Partially False Information”; VISA blacklisting people and 
websites from payment processing for conservative views; New York Times makes up story 
about White House ignoring Russian bounties on American troops; Research shows 
coronavirus was present in Italy in December, weeks before first cases reported; 
Greenville County Schools issue survey on limited options for parents to send their kids 
back to school; Target bullied into not calling police during protest; Minneapolis city 
council using taxpayer funds for private security after criticizing police department; Only 
pay attention to polls of likely voters; Only white liberals show up to NC BLM protest; 
With Flynn exoneration details starting to come out about how Obama admin armed 
terrorists 

 Tuesday 6/30/20: Chief Justice John Roberts flip-flops on abortion case revealing his true 
liberal nature; Democrats make threats to remove Justices from Supreme Court that 
Republicans could never get away with; McCloskeys demonstrated the kind of reaction 
militant liberals are trying to provoke; Interview with Heidi Harris – Surviving COVID-19; 
Liberals have to erase American history to usher in their Marxist socialist revolution; Fauci 
makes discouraging predictions about COVID-19 vaccine; Trying to understand Dems’ 
absurd ideas about alleged Russian bounties on American soldiers; The cost of dual justice 
for angry mobs looting; BLM thug extorts businesses with threats of violence; BLM protests 
largely populated by white liberals; Facebook censoring Tara for unaltered photo; Native 
Venezuelan woman describes current Antifa protests as very similar to the beginnings of 
the socialist takeover in her home country; The effect protests and riots are having on 
police forces 

 Wednesday 7/1/20:  

  



 

DAILY TOPICS 
Q2 – April, May, June 2020 

The Vince Coakley Radio Program – Weekdays 10 AM – 12 PM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

4/1 Hour 1: Covid 

       Hour 2: Covid 

4/2 Hour 1: Covid 

       Hour 2: Covid 

4/3 Hour 1: Covid 

       Hour 2: Covid 

4/6 Hour 1: Covid 

       Hour 2: Covid 

4/7 Hour 1: Covid 

       Hour 2: Covid 

4/8: Hour 1: Covid 

         Hour 2: Covid 

4/9 Hour 1: Covid 

        Hour 2: Covid 

4/10 Hour 1: Covid 

          Hour 2: Covid 

4/13 Hour 1: Covid 

         Hour 2: Covid 

4/14 Hour 1: Covid 

         Hour 2: Covid 

4/15 Hour 1: Covid 

          Hour 2: Covid 

4/16 Hour 1: Covid 

         Hour 2: Covid 



 

4/17 Hour 1: Covid 

          Hour 2: Covid 

4/20 Hour 1: Covid/NC Governor 

         Hour 2: Covid 

4/21 Hour 1: Covid/NC Governor 

          Hour 2: Covid 

4/22 Hour 1: Covid/NC Governor 

        Hour 2: Covid 

4/23 Hour 1: Covid/NC Governor 

        Hour 2: Covid 

4/24 Hour 1: Covid 

         Hour 2: Covid 

4/27 Hour 1: Covid 

         Hour 2: Covid 

4/28 Hour 1: Covid 

         Hour 2: Covid 

4/29 Hour 1: Covid 

         Hour 2: Covid 

4/30 Hour 1: Covid 

         Hour 2: Covid 

5/1 Hour 1: Covid 

       Hour 2: Covid 

5/4 Hour 1: Covid 

       Hour 2: Covid 

5/5 Hour 1: Ahmaud Arbery  

       Hour 2: Ahmaud Arbery 



 

 

5/6 Hour 1: Ahmaud Arbery 

Hour 2: Ahmaud Arbery 

5/7 Hour 1: Ahmaud Arbery/racial justice 

Hour 2: Ahmaud Arbery/racial Justice 

5/8 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Ahmaud Arbery 

5/11 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Ahmaud Arbery 

5/12 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Issue of race 

5/13 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

5/14 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

5/15 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

5/18 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid/NC governor 

5/19 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

5/20 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

5/21 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

5/22 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 



 

5/25 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

5/26 Hour 1: George Floyd 

Hour 2: George Floyd 

5/27 Hour 1: George Floyd/riots 

Hour 2: Riots 

5/28 Hour 1: Racial justice 

Hour 2: Riots/protests 

5/29 Hour 1: Riots/protests 

Hour 2: George Floyd 

6/1 Hour 1: George Floyd 

Hour 2: Calls to defund the police 

6/2 Hour 1: Protests/riots 

Hour 2: race marches 

6/3 Hour 1: Issue of race 

Hour 2: Issue of race 

6/4 Hour 1: Issue of race 

Hour 2: Issue of race 

6/5 Hour 1: Issue of race 

Hour 2: Issue of race 

6/8 Hour 1: Riots/masks 

Hour 2: Minneapolis/riots 

6/9 Hour 1: Police Reform 

Hour 2: George Floyd 

6/10 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 



 

 

6/11 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/12 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/15 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/16 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/17 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/18 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/19 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/22 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/23 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/24 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/25 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/26 Hour 1: Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 

6/29 Hour 1: NC Covernor/Covid 

Hour 2: Covid 



 

DAILY TOPICS 
Q2 – April, May, June 2020 

The Bobby Mac Show – Weekdays 3 PM – 7 PM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

3-30 
Coronavirus, Kennedy Center, shutdowns, Yes or BS, Good news 
 
3-31 
Coronavirus, shutdowns, Bobby McFacts, McMaster press conference, Dr. Katy Talento epidemiologist talks 
Covid-19, Good news 
 
4-1 
Covid-19, virus in China, hair salons, Costco scam, Dave Schwartz talks Covid-19 and Columbia, shutdowns, 
Good news 
 
4-2 
Covid-19, stimulus, economy, Drew McKissick talks election and Covid, shutdowns, ATF, state of emergency 
 
4-3 
Covid-19, shutdowns, stay-at-home orders, Dr. Merlynn Carson talks Paycheck Protection Program 
 
4-6 
Coronavirus, social distancing, shutdowns, work or home order 
 
4-7 
Covid-19, WHO, Tuesday with Timmons Townhall, shutdowns, ATF 
 
4-8 
Covid-19, shutdowns, Bobby McFacts, Bernie drops out, Dave Schwartz talks shutdowns, ATF 
 
4-9 
Covid-19, Dr. Fauci, shutdowns, ATF 
 
4-10 
Covid-19, WHO, shutdowns, ATF 
 
4-13 
Bobby McFacts, tornado, DOJ Investigation The Steele Dosier Russia, Barr, Yes or BS, hoarding, ATF, 
shutdowns, Covid-19 
 
4-14 
Where did Covid-19 come from or was released from?, what do we do after the shutdown?, stimulus, Erin Perrine 
talks virtual campaign events 
 
4-15 
Covid-19, Dr. Fauci, Rep Gary Smith virtual townhall, Dave Schwartz talks Covid-19, shutdowns, McMaster, Tim 
Murtaugh Trump 2020 communication director talks virtual campaign events, ATF, Bobby McFacts 
 
4-16 
McMaster on shutdowns, Covid-19, Drew McKissick talks opening SC back up, reopen America, Cong Jeff 
Duncan talks Covid-19, shutdown, voter ID, Mark Miller PLF talks constitutional rights during shutdown, Trump's 
press conference on opening America again 



 

 
4-17 
(Tony Dale) Covid-19, FBI, shutdowns, China, Marc Lotter talks virtual campaign events, Dr. Fauci, economy 
 
4-20 
(Tony Dale) Covid-19, small business loans, McMaster to partially open state, Scott Hunt talks prepping, China 
 
4-21 
McMaster lessen restrictions, Dr. Fauci, protests, Covid-19, Tom Homan talks immigration, ATF 
 
4-22 
Bobby McFacts, Earth Day, homeschooling, Dave Schwartz talks McMaster and Covid-19, ATF, shutdowns 
 
4-23 
Covid-19, virtual NFL Draft, Bobby McFacts, Drew McKissick talks Covid-19 McMaster and shutdowns, ATF 
 
4-24 
Trump says inject cleaner, Covid-19, property taxes, ATF, shutdowns 
 
4-27 
Tornadoes this past weekend, Covid-19, shutdowns, Biden, McMaster shutdown 15 more days, Yes or  BS, ATF 
 
4-28 
Biden, Hillary, unemployment, Covid-19, Trump, Trump voters, faith, shutdowns, ATF, prisoner release due to 
Covid-19 
 
4-29 
Biden rally, Covid-19, Biden sexual allegations, Dave Schwartz talks McMaster and Covid-19, China, tornado 
sirens, ATF, Bill Gates 
 
4-30 
Covid-19, Trump's poll numbers, Biden, China, masks, ATF, stimulus, Gen Flynn 
 
5-1 
Restart NASCAR, Biden sexual assault allegations, University of Deleware files, Covid-19, McMaster, shutdowns, 
contact tracing 
 
5-4 
(Jim Bo) Biden, fiscal responsibility, Covid-19, China, Michael Flynn, reopen SC, traveling during the shutdown 
 
5-5 
(Jim Bo) Covid-19, murder bees, how to fight boredom, lockdown, FBI, Michael Flynn, Covid deaths at the VAs 
 
5-6 
(Jim Bo) Covid-19, shutdown, work from home, contact tracing 
 
5-7 
(Jim Bo) Michael Flynn case dropped, contact tracing, Covid-19, Mass. gun stores, shutdowns, Supreme Court, 
mail tampering, masks 
 
5-8 
(Jim Bo) Stimulus checks to dead people, social security, Covid-19, reopening SC, McMaster, dumb men jokes, 
Covid drugs, Mother's Day 
 
5-11 



 

Covid-19, shutdown, Little Richard dies, Gen Flynn, Russian collusion, accelerate SC, Yes or BS, Iran sinks Iran 
ship OOPS, ATF 
 
5-12 
Covid-19, Dr. Fauci, Jerry Stiller dies, William Timmons talks Flynn and Covid-19, limericks, ATF 
 
5-13 
Absentee voting in SC, Dave Schwartz talks McMaster's executive order/tax breaks to big companies/and roads, 
shutdown, Flynn, contact tracing, ATF, Comey 
 
5-14 
Richard Burr resigns, Obama, DC Scandals, Tommy Hicks talks Lindsey/Biden/Trump, shutdowns, ATF, contact 
tracing, Covid-19 
 
5-15 
Flynn charges, Biden, Covid-19 vaccine, Clapper and leaks, Sen Richard Cash talks McMaster, ATF 
 
5-18 
Covid-19, Fred Willard dies, Michael J. LaPierre talks his run against Lindsey, ATF 
 
5-19 
Covid-19, lockdowns, Hydroxychloroquine, Gville Cty schools and prayer, Covid models, Agenda 21, Biden, 
Obama, ATF, Flynn, illegal voters in CA 
 
5-20 
Weather, lack of sunpots, Dave Schwartz talks SC legislature fails SC during Covid, rural internet, ATF, Biden 
 
5-21 
Mail-in vote, SC absentee ballots found in another state, shutdown, Constitution, ending lockdowns, Covid-19, 
Lindsey, Covid vaccine 
 
5-22 
(Bill Frady) Covid-19, lockdown, death tolls, protecting yourself with firearms, GA shooting, economy, social 
distancing 
 
5-25 
(Bill Frady) Can't live politics all the time, Memorial Day, renaming southern forts, social distancing, Covid-19, Bill 
Gates, protecting your rights, Dems and black America, Biden, contact tracing 
 
5-26 
Biden, vote by mail, Covid-19, CIA spying, ATF, eating bugs, move RNC from NC, lockdown protests, masks 
 
5-27 
NASA sending American astronauts, masks, Biden, Cuomo and nursing homes, Dave Schwartz talks roads, 
primaries, Covid-19, ATF, Trump vs Twitter, Twitter Fact Checking Trump 
 
5-28 
Laura Trump interview, Twitter vs Trump, MN police kill black man violence and protests, Drew McKissick talks 
politics, Trump's executive order dealing with social media, ATF 
 
5-29 
Trump on China, Trump ending funding to WHO, MN riots, smart meters, McMaster extends executive order for 
15 more days, ATF, Covid-19, closed primaries 
 
6-1 



 

George Floyd protests, riots, independent autopsy, presser from Gville leaders about protests, ATF, Antifa, Trump 
calls for National Guard 
 
6-2 
Protests, riots, Tuesday with Timmons to talk Covid-19/riots/Antifa/Rossenstein, Yes or BS, ATF, Biden 
 
6-3 
Mayor Knox White interview talks protests and Covid numbers in Gville, Dave Schwartz talks protests and local 
elections, Steve Shaw talks his Distrist 20 run, ATF, protests, riots, Covid-19 
 
6-4 
Lindsey, Rosenstein, protests, use of military on protestors, Gen Mattis words about Trump, Mark Lynch for 
Senate interview, ATF 
 
6-5 
Unemployment numbers, protests, Stacey Owens for Gville Coroner interview, Gary Collins House District 35 
candidate interview, George Floyd 
 
6-9 
Primary elections today, Lindsey, defunding the police, George Floyd, ATF 
 
6-10 
Primary outcomes, protest at Tanner's, Seattle, Dave Schwartz talks primary results, ATF, rename military bases 
- Trump says No, poverty, Lindsey 
 
6-11 
Seattle, NASCAR, CHAZ, Drew McKissick talks politics, defunding the police, ATF, increased Covid numbers 
 
6-12 
(Jim Bo) Defunding the police, rising numbers of Covid cases, Seattle, NASCAR, protests, BLM, renaming 
monuments, taking a knee, racism, riots, elimination of southern history 
 
6-15 
(Jim Bo) Shooting Rayshard Brooks in ATL, protests, Police unions, BLM 
 
6-16 
Seattle, police, Rayshard Brooks, Covid-19, defunding police, protests, shootings, ATF 
 
6-17 
Aunt Jemima changing labeling, Uncle Ben's rice evolving, masks, Dave Schwartz talks good ole boys of SC 
spending Covid money, ATL officer charged with murder, another civil war?, ATF, protests, Black America, Covid-
19 
 
6-18 
Supreme Court and DACA, ATL Police, Drew McKissick talks politics, Allan Quinn interview on his race again 
Neal Collins, Facebook removed some Trump ads citing hate speech, Ebay, #BlueFlu, BLM, ATF 
 
6-19 
Disturbing Trump's Tulsa Rally Plans, Juneteenth, Biden, ATL Police continue to call out, name changes, ATF, 
BLM, white privilege, debt 
 
6-22 
Tulsa rally recap, Gville City mask ordinance, Covid-19, NASCAR, slavery in America, statues, Yes or BS, divided 
country, ATF, Seattle 
 
 



 

6-23 
NASCAR, Bubba Wallace, Seattle, masks, statues, Gville masks, ATF, monuments 
 
6-24 
NASCAR, Bubba Wallace, Biden, schooling from home, Covid-19, Dave Schwartz talks runoffs and gas tax, Gen 
Flynn, changing names of things, Gville mask policy, ATF, NFL coaches on BLM, Hawaii quarantine rules 
 
6-25 
Dixie Chicks change name to The Chicks, statues, National Anthem, BLM, Antifa, ATF, police, Covid death rates 
 
6-26 
Covid-19, Biden, Lindsey, lockdowns, masks, ATF 
 
6-29 
Biden, Pelosi, Covid-19, Justice John Roberts, Cam Newton signed by the Patriots, Seattle CHAZ, Chicago 

violence, Yes or BS, Police Dept funding, master, ATF, masks  


